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By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s cricket squad is ready for the qualifier
due to take place in Kuwait next month, announced
Kuwait’s coach, South African cricket legend Herschelle
Gibbs. The tournament is three weeks away but the 20-
strong team - all Kuwaitis - is ready for the match, said
Gibbs, who arrived in Kuwait to train the team for the
International Cricket Council World Cup T20 qualifiers
scheduled to take place from
April 20-27. The United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain, Qatar and Maldives
are set for the qualifying
rounds in Kuwait. The ICC T20
World Cup takes place in
Australia in 2020, with the
West Indies as the defending
champions from the 2016 edi-
tion in India.

Speaking at the South
African Embassy in Kuwait,
Gibbs said he wants to see
results of his month-long training with the Kuwait team.
“The last five weeks of training were really challenging,
but a lot of positivity and energy is emanating from the
Kuwait team. This tournament is a stepping stone for the
Kuwaiti team to make a name in cricket. I am confident
that the team is ready,” he said. 

Mzolisa Bona, South African Ambassador to Kuwait,
said he is happy that the Kuwaiti team trainer is a well-
respected South African legend. “His profile will speak for
itself - he is well known all over the world. I am sure
Kuwait will qualify for the T20 World Cup. My mission as
ambassador is to make sure to maintain a well-balanced

relationship on all fronts, including sports. I hope that the
sports cooperation agreement will be signed soon,
because I believe that sport is a vehicle to facilitate peo-
ple-to-people contacts and strengthen good relations and
understanding between countries,” he said.

“The engagement between our countries in terms of
sports has been growing - there have been some delays
due to FIFA’s problems with Kuwait. Like South Africa,
Kuwait is into soccer, cricket and rugby, so we want better

bilateral cooperation in this
field,” he added. When Gibbs
came to Kuwait more than a
month ago, he was given a
rousing welcome at the airport
by Kuwait’s cricketing officials
and council members.

Sajid Ashraf, Director
General of Kuwait Cricket
Federation, said Kuwait is
continuously catching up in
the world of cricket. “Cricket
is in the blood of Kuwaitis as
we have been associated with

Indians from way back in history. This is like spicy food
to Kuwaitis - cricket was there and is still there; we just
have to train our young talents and we will emerge as
the best. If we introduce this sport early from a young
age, of course we’ll see Kuwait on top. We are hopeful in
this upcoming tournament. Remember that from around
four million people in Kuwait, a solid 1.5 million are
cricket fanatics,” he said. For the large Indian, Pakistani
and Bangladeshi expatriate community in Kuwait, the
qualifying tournament will be another sporting activity
to be remembered that will unlock the potentials of the
Kuwaiti team. 
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SYDNEY: Coach Darren Lehmann appears to have sur-
vived the ball-tampering scandal that has rocked
Australian cricket, even as the win-at-all-costs mentality
he instilled in the team comes under fresh scrutiny.

Lehmann was hailed as a saviour when he took over
in 2013, but critics now accuse him of overseeing a toxic
culture that has dented the reputation of the famed
Baggy Green cap. After being appointed, Lehmann’s
response when asked to list his top three priorities was
telling:

“Probably win, win, win, for a start,” he told reporters.
Cricket Australia (CA) had other ideas when it gave him
the job.  “Discipline, consistency of behaviour and
accountability for performance are all key ingredients
that need to improve,” chief executive James Sutherland
said at the time.  “And we see that the head coach is ulti-
mately responsible for that.” If part of Lehmann’s brief
was to improve the Australian team’s behaviour, there is
little doubt he has failed.

‘OUT OF CONTROL’ 
Players were once considered role models for chil-

dren, but the situation has become so bad that CA is set-
ting up an independent review into the team’s conduct
and culture. Even Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull has
weighed in to criticise the practice of sledging-taunting
opponents verbally with the aim of distracting them. “It
has gotten right out of control. It should have no place,”
Turnbull told reporters this week, lamenting the demise
of a sport once regarded as the epitome of fair play. CA
insists Lehmann had no prior knowledge of the plot to
doctor the ball in the third Test against the Proteas. But
Australian Broadcasting Corporation senior cricket com-
mentator Jim Maxwell said the coach had to accept
some blame for an “arrogant” team culture where some
players felt cheating was preferable to losing hon-
ourably. “He’s done a very good job with the side but has
a very narrow view of the way players should conduct
themselves,” Maxwell said. “Teams can no longer get
away with being in the face of the opposition in the way
they have in recent years.”

BOOF AND THE BOYS 
Lehmann became national coach in dramatic circum-

stances after Australia sacked the first foreigner to hold
the post, Mickey Arthur, on the eve of the Ashes. A
respected former batsman who played 27 Tests and 117
one-dayers for Australia, he was seen as an antidote to
the disciplinarian Arthur.

Whereas his South African predecessor asked play-
ers to provide written self assessments, Lehmann was an
insider who had come through the Australian ranks. A
clue to his knockabout appeal lies in his nickname
“Boof”, short for boofhead-Australian slang for an ami-
able prankster, one of the boys in the dressing room.

“It’s important to talk about the game whether it’s with
a beer or a Diet Coke,” Lehmann said after taking the job.
Australia lost Lehmann’s first Ashes series in charge but
later in 2013, after he had stamped his mark on the team,
they crushed England 5-0 in ruthless fashion. While the
plaudits rained down, there was also discomfort among
some Australian fans at their team’s conduct, particularly
Lehmann’s baiting of England paceman Stuart Broad. “I
hope the Australian public give it to him (Broad) right
from the word go for the whole summer and I hope he
cries and goes home,” he said in a taunting tone not
heard before from an Australian coach. It was a dark side
Lehmann also displayed as a player in 2003, when he
yelled a racial insult in the dressing room after being dis-
missed in a one-day international against Sri Lanka.
Under Lehmann, unsavoury antics have become common
as players took the Steve Waugh-era goal of “mental dis-
integration” and turbo-charged it with vitriol.—AFP
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KUWAIT: (From left) Mzolisa Bona, South African Ambassador to Kuwait, coach Herschelle Gibbs and Sajid
Ashraf, Director General of Kuwait Cricket Federation seen holding trophies. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat.
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SYDNEY: Multinational electronics company LG has
opted not to renew its contract with David Warner fol-
lowing the ball-tampering scandal in South Africa and
the banned Australian was also barred from this year’s
Indian Premier League (IPL) yesterday.

Former Australia captain Steve Smith and vice-cap-
tain Warner have both been slapped with 12-month
bans from international and domestic cricket for their
role in a scandal that has rocked the sport.

Cameron Bancroft, who was caught on camera
attempting to scuff up the ball with improvised sand-
paper during the Cape Town test, was banned for
nine months. Even before Cricket Australia banned
Warner and announced he would never be considered
for a team leadership position again, LG said yester-
day the company would not be giving 31-year-old a
new deal.

“LG’s current sponsorship of David Warner is in the
final weeks and in light of recent events, we have decid-
ed not to renew our partnership,” an LG spokeswoman
said in a statement.

Opening batsman Warner first started working with
LG as the South Korean company’s brand ambassador
in 2014. Several of CA’s major sponsors, including cere-
al maker Sanitarium, have said they would await the
results of a full investigation into the scandal before
deciding on the future of their deals with the governing
body.

Later yesterday, Warner’s IPL franchise, Sunrisers
Hyderabad, announced he had stepped down as cap-
tain. That was before IPL chairman Rajeev Shukla said
both Smith and Warner have been banned from this
year’s competition beginning in Mumbai on April 7.

“We respect the decision of Cricket Australia, now
they have banned these players for one year, keeping
that in mind we have also decided in IPL these two
players can’t play,” Shukla said. The teams will be
allowed replacement players, he added.

Warner, who led the Sunrisers to their maiden IPL
title in 2016, had agreed a 120 million Indian rupees
($1.84 million) deal in January to remain with the team
in 2018. Smith stepped down as captain of the IPL’s
Rajasthan Royals team on Monday. — Reuters
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CAPE TOWN: The lengthy bans meted out to Australia’s
Steve Smith, David Warner and Cameron Bancroft yester-
day rule them out of an end-of-year series against top-
ranked India that could rival the intensity of their scandal-
ridden tour to South Africa.

Smith and Warner will not be available for Australia
until April next year, while Bancroft’s nine-month ban will
last until early 2019. The next 12 months will continue a
busy list of commitments for Australia, according to the
International Cricket Council’s (ICC) future tours pro-
gramme, not least a mouth-watering match-up with India,
including the traditional Boxing Day test in Melbourne
and equally well-attended New Year’s affair in Sydney.

The match-up of Smith’s captaincy and batting acumen
against that of Indian skipper Virat Kohli is now lost in the
wake of the punishment for the ball-tampering scandal in
South Africa.

It should have some diminishing effect on a series that
will still be vital to India’s status as the top ranked test-
playing nation and the growing belief this generation is
the best test side the country has yet produced. But
Indian touring teams have traditionally struggled Down
Under and any claims India have to being the best would
be severely tested on the Australian wickets.

Over the next 12 months, Australia have 12 test match-
es, 29 One Day Internationals and seven Twenty20 inter-
nationals scheduled.  The bans, announced by Cricket
Australia in the wake of the ball-tampering scandal in
Cape Town at the weekend, are due to end before next
year’s World Cup in England and Wales, which starts on
May 30, followed by the Ashes series in England.

Australia are next due to travel to England for five
ODIs and a single T20 game in June. Warner had cap-
tained Australia’s T20 team.

The ICC then has Australia down for a test and three
ODIs in Zimbabwe but this is not likely to happen given
the precarious financial state of the game in Zimbabwe,
Reuters has learnt. Australia then host Bangladesh in two
tests and three ODIs in August before playing away
against Pakistan in a five match ODI series and then host-
ing South Africa in a similar limited overs series in
November.—Reuters

KUWAIT: The Institute of Chartered Accountants of
India (Kuwait Chapter) organized its first cricket
tournament exclusively for  i ts  members at
Boulevard, Salmiya. Four teams Ledgerdary,
Accountables’, Auditaholics and Red Inks registered
for the tournament. 

The winners received the ICAI-Kuwait Chapter
rolling trophy and medals. CA Mukhtar Sajjanlal pre-
sented the man of the match awards; CA Saibal Basu,
CA Sai Devata, CA Noel Cherian and CA Kaizar
Shakir presented the medals to the players of the vic-

torious team followed by the trophy being presented
by CA Ramesh Khanna. The commentators for the
tournament were two young Chartered Accountants -
CA Trisha Dalmia and CA Ajai Kothari  who kept the
crowd engrossed in the proceedings with their witty
commentary.

CA Noel Cherian, Vice Chairman of ICAI Kuwait
Chapter proposed the vote of thanks. The ICAI-Kuwait
Chapter is especially indebted to Al Tijaria Company
for the excellent facilities provided at Boulevard and
Kuwait Cricket for providing qualified umpires Umesh
Rai and Francis Viegas and scorer Sudhir Kumar. This
fun filled event was well appreciated by all the mem-
bers. It was organized by the Youth committee of the
ICAI Kuwait comprising of CA Shweta Chipra, CA
Trisha Dalmiya, CA Rabin Gonsalves, CA Aditya
Danuka, CA Umesh Soni and CA Ajay Kothari. The
Kuwait Chapter of ICAI has over 400 members and
conducts continuing education and knowledge sharing
programs for the benefit of its members.  
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